Because Black Lives Matter -- Solutions, not just Speeches.
Black Lives Matter. So, we should end the "war on drugs". It has put too many African
Americans in meaningless contact with cops. Most of these incidents make Black arrestees feel
unfairly targeted, and some of them have ended in death.
Black JOBS matter. So we should be escorting illegal aliens back home. Obama's immigration
policies hurt African Americans more than any other group.
Black TRAINING matters. So we should set aside training for Black Americans who could use
it and not for invading immigrants. Not only does Obama squelch African Americans' job
opportunities, their FUTURE opportunities are now put on a bottom shelf. Obama now is letting
"Dreamers" receive education subsidies. He's letting illegals take places in colleges that young
Black women and men should be occupying. Future jobs and future success depend on training,
and Obama turns his back on loyal Americans in favor of “Dreamers” and illegal aliens.
Black EDUCATION matters. So we should break the education monopoly and give Blacks
choice in schools. Obama has done nothing for Blacks in the public schools. He and most
progressives are content with the decrepit system forced on students by top-down Education
Administrators. Indeed, he had a good chance to support students in the DC schools when the
Board empowered a truly reform-minded chancellor, Michelle Rhee. But Congress let teachers'
unions and selfish vocal activists run over her attempts to bring better standards to children in
D.C. Now these schools, like most inner city schools, are back to being the worst performing
schools. DC public schools are attended 90% by African Americans. David Duke, and the most
vile racists, could not imagine a better way to keep Blacks submerged than the inner city
public schools.
Black PROSPERITY Matters -- Obama has done nothing to reform Social Security taxation,
which hurts African Americans more than Whites. Social Security is our most regressive tax:
lower-paid workers pay a HIGHER percentage of their income than workers earning over
$120,000 a year. Black families don't occupy the higher earning echelons with as much
frequency, and thus they are penalized by taxation more. Worse still: in comparison with
Whites, Blacks die at a younger age. Average life expectancy for African American males is
65.9 years. The average for white males is 73.2 years. White males thus live on average ninetimes longer after reaching 65 than Black males. Social Security pays Whites without survivors
on average nine times longer. If you and your spouse die before age 65, you get nothing. All
that money put in, and ZERO return from Social Security. I don't know what can scream
"unfair result" more, but in seven years, President Obama does nothing to rectify this system.

Black Lives Matter, International version -- I'm an educator. The most deadly deficiency in
education is in Africa, where AIDS ravages communities. "Traditional" tribal men still get
gratification from unprotected non-monogamous sex, and women feel forced to submit to them.
We need liaisons to help these villagers understand that their practices lead to death. We need
enforcers (nice, but tough) so that where these brutes still continue, we attempt to quarantine the
inseminators. The English largely eliminated suttee for Indian women; we should eliminate this
scourge for African women.
Black PROGRESS matters. This may be the most incendiary aspect. Teen unemployment
among Blacks is far higher than among Whites. Yet progressives champion an Affordable Care
Act that rips youth employment and careers. The 49 employee cap keeps mid-size companies
from growing and hiring more young African Americans. The 29 hours a week cap keeps those
African American who have jobs from making them into careers. Careers are built with full-time
work and often over-time work They allow you to build skills, show competence, and increase
responsibility. Far too many Blacks are having their careers stymied by ACA.
Black FAMILIES matter -- Our high tax rates saliently hurt Black families. Not enough African
Americans earn $150,000+ per year, the threshold above which one partner can typically stay
home and care for the children. A high portion of African-American two-income earners end up
in the $80,000 - $120,000 range. There they forfeit a large chunk to income taxes because of
high taxes and the marriage "penalty". At $100,000 earnings, a typical couple pays $28,000 of
it in taxes (income and Social Security). Deduct $8000 a year for day care and another $2000 for
commuting expense and this couple nets $62,000. In a regimen with zero income and and Social
Security taxes, ONE earner at $62,000 has the same net take-home pay. The other can stay home
with kids, start her own business, work part time, or volunteer (perhaps for a Resistance
campaign!). No other candidate, Democrat or Republican, makes the MORAL argument for low
taxation: it allows one parent to build better home.
Black INFANTS matter -- progressives uphold abortion on almost any grounds. The
permissiveness has been devastating to blacks. Far more babies are aborted per capita by Black
mothers than by any other race. African Americans comprise 12.5% of the American
population. It is estimated that were abortions made illegal for the last fifty years, African
Americans would now comprise nearly 30% of the population! Margaret Sanger was a vile
racist who wanted to rid this nation of African Americans. Our blindly following her impels
many Blacks to sadly do this infanticide for her.
Black Lives Matter II -- Your war on drugs ensnares African Americans in disproportionate
numbers. The possibly racist judicial system condemns Black "offenders" to longer jail terms
than White offenders. And it makes Blacks into "offenders” who never should be. A motel
owner whose room is used for a drug deal gets ensnared; a property owner whose tenants turn it
into a crack-house gets indicted. Even the minor offense of selling "loosie" cigarettes outside the
taxation authorities is cause for cops to arrest Black people. Were it not for oppressive drug
control and cigarette taxation policies, Eric Garner would be alive today.
Black Families Matter II – Mr. Obama has overtly reunited the children of illegal immigrants,
with their law-breaking, job-“stealing” (or welfare-grabbing) parents. He’s paid money from our
U.S. Treasury to do this. Meanwhile, he’s done nothing to keep domestic Black families in tact.

His welfare rules have expanded, letting not-so-secure couples break apart because they do better
with two welfare recipients instead of one. He has fostered policies that impel more young
mothers to give birth before they are married, and well before they are ready to be good parents.
He has not curtailed the terrible influence that children see when mom receives checks without
working, and blithely pays for groceries with EBT cards.
Black Lives Matter, International version II -- so we need to exterminate Boko Haram.
Exterminate as many of them as possible, quash their horrific practices, and snuff out their
perverted ideology.
Unless the Nigerian girls whom Boko Haram kidnapped and sold into slavery are released,
reparations made to the families whose lives you took, and you retreat into a far-away little
enclave, all by December 21, my defense ministers will then plan a liberation. If then you realize
I'm serious, you better surrender to the Obama regime, because if you let me have even one
month as Commander in Chief, I will ask for a declaration of war. I expect to get it from a
Congress of decent Americans, and you will incur a bloody hell. Should I not get it from
Congress, my Letters of Marque and Reprisal will do. They allow vicious private forces to
capture and kill you. Fear them even more. The U.S Army still has Geneva Conventions to
follow. Privateers don’t. You will be a putrid mess. Even your warped vision of Allah doesn’t
welcome the blood, ashes, and goo that you will become. And though I'm not physically fit, I
will proudly be in the first flotilla headed to liberate the Nigerians you threaten, and put you back
to the stone age.
Western Civilization rescues the weak; I will not let a 500 year tradition wither against political
correctness. Give up the girls, give up yourselves, give your own children to good foster
families. Enlist them in Western schools so they can stop being warped by your hatred while
you serve prison time. Then President Obama or I will go easy on you. Otherwise, prepare to
die.

